Examples for Preparing and Submitting Regulations

Use the following example to modify existing text:
Fishing:

§ 32.32 Illinois.

Chautauqua National Wildlife Refuge

D. Sport Fishing.

Replace condition D.1. with the following:

We allow fishing on Lake Chautauqua from January 15 through October 15. We prohibit fishing in the waterfowl hunting area during waterfowl hunting season.

Delete condition D.2.

Renumber conditions D.3., D.4., and D.5., to become D.2., D.3., and D.4., respectively.

Use the following example to add a refuge that is opening for fishing for the first time:

§ 32.63 Texas.

Lower Rio Grande Valley National Wildlife Refuge

D. Sport Fishing. We allow sport fishing on designated areas of the refuge in accordance with State regulations [if true] subject to the following conditions:

1. We only allow fishing at the three designated access sites on the Boca Chica tract.

2. We allow only pole and line, rod and reel, hand line, dip net, or cast net for fishing. Anglers must attend all fishing lines or other fishing devices.